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NL-president-dictator PM J.P.Balkenende visits Kuwait!?

13 february 2009

Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-jaber Al-Sabah,
Amir or not...
What do you believe your are doing, talking to Balkenende?
Rotterdam mainport & watermanagement?
● I told you:
'You may not close official deals with Balkenende now there is a hidden ICC-case against him...'.
His signature on every business-deal – signed after 1 may 2007 - causes extra war between
NL-EU & Moslims.
●

I have heard that Kuwait invests a lot in Rotterdam mainport. Does this imply that the
security of that port is in the hands of Kuwait now? Does Balkenende understand why?
Before you sign any contracts with NL-business for watermanagement in Kuwait....
you have to make sure – in writing – that that compagny is aware of the fact...
that there is a hidden ICC-case against Balkenende.
So they can step aside from war-crimes in NL, officially.

Can you see through the Evil-pratice of ICC?
● The more angry I get about the way ICC works, the more agressive they become in their arrests
against black-African-dictators.
ICC-prosecutor mr Luis Moreno Ocampo 'wants' Sudan Al-Bashir in ICC-prison at any cost
- only because they media is not going to inform the World about the Evil-systems within ICC He wants to stay in power, no matter what AU has to say about peace in Africa.
'Moreno dictates Earth...and nobody else'.
Besides, NL Minister of Foreign Affairs Maxime Verhagen 'is pleased with this arrest ' because he
needs to draw away the attention of the media too
= media may not report on my hidden ICC-case against NL
Kuwait is NO statemember of the Statute of Rome?
Become a statemember of ICC in 2009, together with all our countries I call for this
'special membership based on my evidence on my websites'.

Have a straightforward day,
desiree stokkel
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